
NaPTEC Conference 2011: 

New partnerships, new agendas: implications for 

primary teacher education 
 

NaPTEC’s annual conference of 2011 was well attended with delegates from many HEIs 

who enjoyed the opportunity to examine the fast changing policy landscape and 

reconsider the principles which underpin the work of primary teacher educators.  The 

conference was led with a series of talks from speakers giving their perspectives. Notes, 

papers or PowerPoints are available from the NaPTEC website for most contributions.   

 

Jacquie Nunn (UCET) reminded delegates that government discourse has changed with 

a greater focus on teaching and pupils rather than on learning. There are more unknowns 

than at any previous time. UCET is working to alter the discourse, particularly the 

misconception of a divide between theory in university and practice in school.  

 

Bea Noble-Rogers (TDA) quoted from her meeting with Nick Gibb 15
th

 Sept. when 

asked what he would wish conveyed to NaPTEC’s conference: 

 

‘Ministers are very serious about moving reading forward – about closing achievement 

gap and the reading of boys – we want quicker and deeper progress. This will remain at 

the heart of every speech and will drive every policy’ 

 

UCET/TDA/NASBITT meetings are highly influential, enabling conversations with the 

profession and with government. 

UCET/TDA powerpoint is available. 

 

Alison Peacock 

A ‘super-empowered’ head who is as uncertain as all the other heads of teaching schools, 

charged with responsibility for improving the entire education system.  Teaching schools 

are more concerned with CPD than ITT and welcome the association with HEIs. Alison’s 

powerpoint is available. 

 

  

Jim Sage (OfSTED) – no powerpoint available. Some key messages included: 

 

 New standards for teachers – without specific QTS standards. Therefore 

‘reasonable expectations’ and a consensus to be sought from the profession. 

OfSTED may need to look to support definitions/ characteristics of a competent 

trainee. 

 Good teachers may need 2-3 years development – ITT identifies potential.  

 Partnership is what is inspected, with lead partner whose name is on the front. 

Future inspections might be the ‘partnership led by…’ 

 2011-12 – will revisit phases (only those phases) which are satisfactory. Might 

sample some ‘good’ providers. Won’t sample outstanding provision. 



 2012 – everyone is back into the cycle. Probable cycle will be longer (6 yrs) and 

everyone inspected once – maybe more if only satisfactory. 

 The system loses 30% of those who begin training through either withdrawal from 

programme or failure to join profession at end of training. This is an issue for the 

sector to address. 

 Some draft statistics (not available for publication) suggested that in overall 

effectiveness, HEIs are the highest, with more secondary than primary 

outstanding. In primary, SCITT and HEI are similar in quality. Employment 

based routes tend to be less secure – quality of mentoring/feedback critical issue.  

 Important in tracking to make clear whether gradings of early practices are against 

final set of expectations, or against expectations at that point in time. This affects 

significance of data in terms of rising profiles. 

 Further issues for reflection – teaching compares poorly with medicine in terms of 

early career development. Doctors are not expected to be working alone 

immediately after qualifying. 

 Behaviour management – issues over promoting good behaviour and avoiding 

low level disruption.  

Areas for development across the sector: 

 Quality of training in schools 

 Quality of feedback and target setting 

 Accuracy of grading (when used) 

 Not always sufficient, well timed opportunities to teach early reading using SSP 

(good theoretical grounding – too long a gap to put into practice) 

 Better integration of theory and practical experience 

 Need to improve retention 

 

Summary – partnership between HEIs and schools work! 

SCITTs now coming of age and also working well in many cases (particularly primary). 

 

 

Providers’ Symposium: PowerPoints available 

Helen Taylor and Louise O’Sullivan, CCU – analysis of paired placements 

Bridie Price, CCU – large groups of students in schools 

Dave Overton, University of Hull (Scarborough) – Children’s University.  

Rob Gordon (UWE) – Better Reading Partners – large numbers of trainees as volunteers 

in schools 

Barry Harwood (Winchester) – self-directed placements. Dialogue between personal tutor 

and overview of needs. Identify standard and evidence – initialled by institution. 

 

The conference was concluded with Tony Eaude, who asked: New agendas – but whose? 

Tony’s paper is published on the NaPTEC website. 

 

Jo Barkham (Secretary) Sept 2011 

  


